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ABSTRACT 

EXPERIMENT 1 

Problem. Primary flight instruction has remained fundamentally un
changed for 75 years. Student trial and error practice traditionally has 
been carried out with the aid of an array of visual flight instruments 
and under the close supervision and verbal assistance of an instructor 
pilot. 

Objective. A novel means of instruction was attempted here in which, 
in addition to verbal aSSistance, control feedback was continuouslY pre
sented via a nonvisual means utilizing touch. In-flight and simulator 
eValuations of novice pilot performance were made with this feedback and 
subsequently without feedback to assess perceptual learning. 

Approach. An initial in-flight study was conducted utilizing a 
kinesthetic-tactual (K-T) display as a readout and tracking device for a 
computer-generated Signal of desired angle of attack during the approach 
and landing. Six novice pilots were initially trained with the K-T dis
play and their performance was compared to that of another group of six' 
novice pilots trained with a conventional display of airspeed. Afterthe 
initial training, the display conditions were reversed. Both groups re
ceived the necessary verbal assistance. 

Results. The following performance results were obtained: the 
tactual group while using the K-T display and subsequently using the con
ventional airspeed display (a) utilized the elevator more fully for angle 
of attack control, (b) had fewer verbal assists from the instructor pilot, 
( c) made a greater number of unassisted flares to landings, (d) had fewer 
takeovers by the instructor, and (e) more closely adhered to the runway 
centerline. Those using the K-T display, regardless of their grouping, 
(a) more accurately controlled angle of attack, (b) had fewer verbal as
sists for lineup, and (c) less often required instructor takeover on 
landing. Some problem or conflict did occur, however, for conventionally 
trained pilots when they were transferred to fly with the tactual display. 
The results was a substantial increase in the number of instructor pilot 
takeovers. 

EXPERIMENT 2 

Problem. From the fir st study it was unclear as to whether the 
findings were the result of the novel K-T display presentation, the in
formation contained in the computer-generated signals of desired angle of 
attack, or both. 

Objective. Therefore, a second study was conducted to control these 
conditions by presenting airspeed and glide path information via either 
kinesthetic-tactual or visual ''heads-up'' display techniques. Selective 
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feedback was provided by the simultaneous use of any combination of the 

two displays. 

Approach. The second study was carried out in a laboratory setting 

where sixteen novice pilots flew simulated visual approaches to landing 

in a ground-based trainer. The experimental tasks during training and 

subsequent testing were control of both pitch and throttle. Training 

for each subject consisted of one of the four combinations of visual and 

tactual displays of airspeed and glide path error, respectively. Per

formance was measured during initial practice, and during test approaches 

(without the displays) following each hour of practice. Unlike the first 

study, none of these subjects received verbal assistance during training. 

Therefore, an additional group of four novice subjects received only ver

bal assistance during training and no such assistance during testing. 

Results. Findings during the training periods with display feedback 

show performance with the heads-up display of pitch information was sig

nificantly better than performance with the K-T pitch display. Throttle 

error did not vary for the two groups during this training. These findings 

concur with those of others (Jagacinski, Miller, Gilson and Ault, 1978) 
indicating that the information fed back by K-T displays must be quickened 

with additional velocity information in order for K-T performance to com

pare equally with the unquickened visual display of the type used in this 

study. 

In contrast to the results obtained during training, testing without 

the displays showed that novice pilots who had received tactually presented 

pitch error information performed both pitch and throttle control tasks 

significantly better than those who had received the same information from 

the visual heads-up display of pitch, during the test series of approaches 

to landing. 

Testing for the verbal group showed that they significantly outper

formed both display groups in pitch control, in apparent contrast to the 

poor showing of the conventionally trained group in the first in-flight 

study. However, in the first study necessary amounts of supplementary 

verbal assistance was given to both the K-T and airspeed groups, While in 

the second study verbal assistance was given only to the verbal group. 

Conclusions. Under the conditions of Experiment 2, visual perceptual 

learning of the approach to landing task is more greatly facilitated by 

training with K-T than with visual heads-up displays of the same informa

tion. Secondly, ample verbal assistance by itself yields a training ad

vantage over both K-T and heads-up displays when these displays are the 

only source of control information unassisted by verbal instructions. 

Therefore, based on these results and those of Experiment 1, the combina

tion of verbal instruction and the K-T display of control information dur

ing approach and landing appears to be the best combination, of conditions 

tested, to significantly improve conventional training. 
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A TACTUAL DISPLAY AID FOR PRIMARY FLIGHT TRAINING 

INTRODUCTION 

In order to successfully control and maneuver an aircraft, the pilot 
must learn to utilize a great amount of information. The most effective 
and efficient means of presenting this information in training has been 
the subject of extensive research. Besides verbal instructions during 
training, the vast majority of information has traditionally been pre
sented via an oftentimes overwhelming array of instruments and displays 
using the visual sensory modality. This is justifiable since most infor
mation in the natural enVironment, especially that required for locomotion, 
is viSUal. Consequently, the visual modality has become tremendously 
overloaded by panel instruments and visual environmental information. 

Studies have shown, however, (Kahneman, 1973; Treisman and Fearnley, 
1971) that when vision is overloaded there remains some capacity in other 
sensory modalities to receive information. Accordingly, numerous non
visual aircraft displays have been investigated, in particular those 
utilizing aural and cutaneous signals. For example, Hasbrook and 
Rasmussen (1971) investigated the use of an aural-versus-visual glideslope 
display in a study where experienced pilots flew ILS (Instrument Landing 
System) approaches under both display conditions. Despite same limited 
success, it appears unlikely that this technique would carryover well 
into the training environment. A student pilot's perception of aural in
formation is already highly taxed by instructor's verbal comments, radio 
communications, aural warning signals, and other relevant aircraft sounds. 

The use of cutaneous signals for communicating discrete information 
to a pilot is not new. Stick shakers for stall warning have been employed 
for many years. Further, a number of other techniques have been investi
gated for continuous communication including: a two-way vibrotactile 
communication system (Hirsch, Shafer, and Eitan, 1964), a stomach-chest 
mounted "cross" of stimulators for information transfer (Levison, Tanner, 
and Triggs, 1973), and an airjet stimulator moving across the forehead 
(Bliss, Link, and Mansfield, 1966). An excellent overview of such efforts 
is contained in both Bliss, 1970, and Geldard, 1973, special publications 
devoted to tactual displays. Unfortunately, many of these systems are 
difficult to implement in a cockpit which surrounds the pilot with extra
neous vibrations and often require attachment to the pilot, posing a 
safety problem tiuring rapid egression. 

The displa:ys used in the present studies are not known to be effected 
by vibration nor are they worn by the pilot, but rather consist of a rel
atively stationary part of the yoke and throttle controls. Both kines
thetic and tactual information are provided by touch and manipulation of 
the servo-controlled element embedded in the controls. Sensations of the 
stimulus and the necessary manual control response occur in the same hand 
and in the same modalities, i.e., touch and kinesthesis. Also, this 
presentation lends itself well to stimulus-response directional compati
bility (Greenwald and Shulman, 1973), see Fig. 1. 
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Fig. l - Kinesthetic-tactual display depicting a servo-controlled slide embedded in a control stick 
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This display has been used for many types of control tasks. Car

following (Fenton and Montano, 1968), aircraft approaches to landings, 

and turns around a point (Gilson and Fenton, 1974), helicopter instrument 

approaches and hover over a target (Gilson and Ventola, 1976), and a crit

ical tracking task (Jagacinski, Miller, Gilson, and Ault, 1977) are ex

amples of past research. In the present studies, this display will be 

tested as an aid to primary flight training. 

During primary flight instruction, a student must develop a reason

able competence in both approaches and landings before any advanced train

ing is undertaken. Such development, while time consuming, is at the 

very foundation of critical piloting skills. Unfortunately, considerable 

problems, both during and after training, arise primarily because aircraft 

control during approach and landing is relatively difficult, even under 

the best conditions, as is vividly illustrated by accident statistics. 

Current statistics show 43% of all civil aviation accidents (National 

Transportation Safety Board, 1976) occur during the approach and landing, 

even though this consumes less than 2% of all flight time (Hasbrook, 

1975) • 

The difficulties inherent in an accurate approach and landing are 

often compounded by the heavy demands placed on the pilot--especially the 

division of visual attention required to control the flight path and air

speed. During the approach, information pertaining to the flight path' is 

primarily obtained from visual cues outside the cockpit, while pitch in

formation is, in part, obtained via a panel-mounted airspeed display. 

In addition, just prior to touchdown, the pilot's visual attention 

is progressively drawn towards runway-specific cues allowing little, if 

any, use of instrument panel information. This results in a division of 

visual attention--a division which can be especially critical for stUdent 

or inexperienced pilots who lack the skill to use relevant pitch, inertial, 

and aural cues. 

Accordingly, a nonvisual or a visual heads-up display may be of bene

fit by allowing: 

(a) an alleviation of this division of visual attention during the 

approach, particularly during initial training, 

(b) the opportunity of also presenting pitch-command or other in

formation during the roundout (or flare) just prior to touch

down, and 

( c) enhanced visual perceptual learning of the subtle information 

needed for the approach and landing. 

Although a simple visual heads-up display could provide some or all 

of the above, it cannot provide information when a subject is looking 

elsewhere, e.g., to the side during downwind or base leg segments of the 

approach or at the runway edges just prior to touchdown (Gilson and 
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Fenton,1974). Therefore, the kinesthetic tactual display was the first choice for study. 

The visual approach to landing, has two major components: pitch and glide path control. Airspeed, and therefore pitch, must be closely regulated to prevent overshooting the runway if too fast, or reaching aerodynamic stall and a lack of control, if too slow. The second component, glide path regulation, itself is twofold. Lateral alignment of the ground track with the runway centerline and glide path vertical angle along the centerline determine the point of touchdown. 

Airspeed control is accomplished in small aircraft primarily by pi tch adjustment. These adjustments can be made by direct observation of the distance between the aircraft nose and horizon, as viewed from the cockpit. Quantitative information concerning airspeed is provided by the airspeed indicator. 

The lateral glide path component is controlled by roll and yaw of the aircraft. Detection of deviation relies on the observed offset of the runway centerline from the aircraft I s ground track, and ma:y be aided by reference to the directional gyro and, in some cases, localizer. However, this facet of the task is relatively easy to learn and perform unless a strong crosswind is present (Lane and CUmming, 1956). 

As evidence indicates, control of the glide path angle is difficult even for experienced pilots. Eighteen percent of the approach and landing accidents, in 1976, were due to overshooting or undershooting the runway (National Transportation Safety Board). 

The vertical glide path angle is a function of airspeed and rate of descent. Once the proper approach airspeed is established, the glide path is corrected by the throttle control. The information in the runwa:y environment that reflects the accuracy of the glide path angle includes the position of the point of expansion in the optic array (for a description of this phenomenon see Gibson, 1955; Gibson, Olum and Rosenblatt, 1955) • The angular distance between the horizon and the runway threshold, the apparent shape of the runway, the estimated glide angle, and when available, a deviation in the instrument glide slope also provide this vital information. All these cues, save the latter, are difficult to detect and interpret. The difficulty increases substantially with distance from the runwa:y (Palmer, 1969), low visibility (Hasbrook, 1975), and at night (Mertens, 1978). With a combination of these conditions, errors of great magnitude can be unperceivable. 

To properly land an aircraft, a stUdent pilot must learn to attend to all the relevant information in the runwa:y environment, and to ignore that which is irrelevant. This learning is not accomplished easily. Current training techniques, based on verbal corrections by the instructor pilot, are at best spotty, and often characterized by trial and error. The addition of more sensitive and interpretable feedback information can likely aid in the acquisition of landing skills. 
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In order to maximize the perceptual capability for assimilating and 
relating information from these diverse sources, one must attempt to 
minimize divided attention. It has been shown by Burke, (1978) that sub
jects using tactual, as opposed to even highly compatible visual displays, 
have less cross task interference when simultaneously perfOrming another 
visual task. HypothetiCally then, tactually trained pilot subjects may 
be more able to perceptually learn the subtle but relevant visual infor
mation available through the windscreen than those using visual displays 
which may compete with the perception of this information. When the dis
plays are no longer available and only the subtle information is present, 
these pilots may be expected to perform the landing approach more accu
rately. 

The above hypotheSiS addresses modality-divided information. How
ever, many would argue that such a division of information does not reduce 
cognitive or attentional demands and thus no differences should be pre
dicted. 

A study by Burke (1978) also comparing tactual and visual displays, 
addressed the issue of attention capacity. The tactual display for a 
primary critical tracking task used velocity quickening to produce the 
same level of performance as the visual position error display, based on 
the results of Jagacinski, et al. (1977). Equal performance to a crite
rion level with the two displays was obtained before a secondary visual 
critical tracking task became operative. Preliminary results showed bet
ter performance on the secondary visual task when the primary task was 
tactual. This suggests that division of information via separate sensory 
modalities facilitates multitask performance and perhaps facilitates at
tention to secondary visual perception. 

For the purpose of discussion, we may consider compensatory display 
tracking to be the primary task of the approach and landing study and the 
secondary task that of attending to relevant visual feedback cues from 
the runway environment. Should this analogy be valid, we would expect 
better subsequent performance by those previously using the tactual dis
plays, due to their increased attention capacity for the secondary visual 
task prior to transfer. 

EXPERIMENT 1 

Introduction 

The first study was conducted to evaluate the effects of presenting 
information pertaining to the desired and actual aerodynamic state of an 
aircraft via the kinesthetic-tactual display during the approach and 
landing. The control loop which was used is shown in Fig. 2. The refer
ence input was a desired angle of attack (aD) which was, of course, closely 
related to the desired aircraft pitch attitude and airspeed. The feedback 
signal was the measured angle of attack (a), and the display input was 
simply the difference aD - a. 
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The tactual display was programmed to present desired pitch commands 
from the beginning of takeoff roll through the approach and flare to 
landing. Figure 3 depicts the desired control information. Whenever the 
aircraft was higher than 50 feet above the ground the desired angle of 
attack was held at a constant (a = A) appropriate for both the climbout 
after takeoff and the approach to landing (see Appendix A). Below 50 
feet, aD was an increasing inverse linear function of height (h), so that 
aD was near aerodynamic stall when h was equal to zero at liftoff and at 
touchdown [aD = A - B(50 - h)]. Thus, the desired signal was a function 
of the aircraft's state with respect to the runway. Since the display 
input was the difference aD - a, the presentation was essentially a com
pensatory tactual "director" for the takeoff, climb out , approach and 
flare to landing. 

Methodology 

Subjects 

Subjects were 12 male student volunteers from those registered for 
an introductory aviation flight course (The Ohio State University Aviation 
Course No. 201). They received this flight experience at no personal 
cost. 

Apparatus 

The kinesthetic-tactual display consisted of a metal slide mounted 
in a conventional aircraft control yoke. The position of the slide in 
the display indicated information of the magnitude and direction of the 
error scaled to the maximum deflection of the 1.25 em. The movable metal 
section is shown in Fig. 4 as protruding from the forward part of the con
trol grip and recessed into the aft part. This protrusion corresponds to 
an unwanted increase in angle of attack (aD < 0:) and the pilot responds 
by moving the yoke forward so as to decrease a and return the display to 
its neutral or flush position (aD = a). Next, in Fig. 5 is a view of the 
display protruding backward (aD> a) which requires an aft corrective 
motion of the control yoke. In essence, the pilot "follows" the display 
commands to reduce errors to zero. The slide displacement was proportional 
to error up to the 1.25 em limit. Slide movement was controlled by a 
closed-loop servomotor with a natural frequency of some 32 rad/sec and a 
damping ratio of 0.5. Thus, the display dynamiCS were negligible in com
parison with those of the pilot and aircraft. 

The experimental aircraft was a Beechcraft Musketeer (BE19-23A, Fig. 
6) modified by the installation of a 180 hp Lycoming 0-360 engine. The 
aircraft was equipped with sensors capable of measuring absolute altitude 
h, elevator pOSition, angle of attack, and localizer/glide slope errors 
during the approach to landing. Just prior to touchdown, vertical velocity 
(h) or sink rate was recorded by a modification to the Sperry RT-220 radar 
altimeter measuring h. The actual touchdown "g" loading was recorded with 
a cockpit "g" meter. Electrically the exact time of touchdown was recorded 
by an accelerometer attached to the landing gear and sensitive enough to 
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Fig. 4 - Kinesthetic-tactual display protruding 
forward 

Fig. 5 - Kinesthetic-tactual display protruding 
backward 
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Fig. 6 - Experimental aircraft BEl9-23A 
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record the initial spin-up of the wheel. The touchdown could thus be 
shown on a strip-chart record and measurements were made with this point 
as a reference. In addition, at touchdown maximaJ. angle of attack and 
elevator position were recorded. 

The generation of the flare command signaJ.s and the modification of 
the outputs for recording were accomplished with an onboard anaJ.og com
puter capable of multiplying, summing, and attenuating the various in
puts. Continuous records of the above measures as well as all verbaJ. 
comments made by the instructor were recorded on a 7-channel FM Lockheed 
Model 417 magnetic tape recorder. 

Procedure 

The experimentaJ. in-flight study considered novice pilot performance 
while flying approaches and landings. There were two study objectives: 

(a) To separately evaluate performance with a tactuaJ. display of 
aD - a and a conventionaJ. visuaJ. airspeed display during the 
approach and landing. 

(b) To compare the effects of discontinuing the tactual display on 
subsequent performance with a conventionaJ. airspeed display and 
the effects of initiating the tactuaJ. display after preliminary 
experience with airspeed. 

Initially, each of the 12 novice pilots received flight instruction 
from an FAA certified flight instructor. Instructions given to both stu
dent and instructor pilots appear in Appendix B. The standard FAA-approved 
training syllabus was designed to teach stUdents the fundamentaJ.s of air
craft control supplemented by the conventional array of flight instruments 
including airspeed, i.e., the minimum required for visuaJ. and instrument 
flight by FAR 91.33 (b,c, and d) excluding navigationaJ. displays such as 
localizer and glide scope. The primary maneuvers taught were standard 
combinations of straight and level flight, turns, climbs, decents, and 
airspeed control. Practice aJ.so included slow flight in the landing con
figuration used for the experiment but the actuaJ. practice of landings 
was not permitted. 

At the completion of this preliminary phase, these novice pilots were 
evaluated on a standard series of test maneuvers designed to equaJ.ly match 
subj ects by performance, into two groups. This evaJ.uation was conducted 
by the chief flight instructor of The Ohio state University Department of 
AViation, who had no prior exposure to the subjects. This selection proc
ess was intended. to supply some measure of uniformity of groups. 

The first experimentaJ. phase then commenced, wherein the subjects 
flew four, one-hour test periods each consisting of six takeoffs and 
landings. One group, deSignated the airspeed group, received the visuaJ. 
display of airspeed with the tactual display deactivated. The other, the 
tactuaJ. group, received the tactually displayed information with the 
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airspeed indicator covered. Both groups had available the other conven
tional flight instruments, i.e., the minimum required for visual and 
instrument flight. 

The second experimental phase then followed, consisting of two one
hour test periods, wherein the display conditions were reversed; that is, 
the airspeed group now flew with the tactual display, while the tactual 
group received visual airspeed information. In all the experimental 
phases, performance was analyzed during the final approach and landing 
from approximately 1-1/2 miles out to touchdown. 

Performance measures were broken down into three categories: the 
approach, flare (or round-out) and touchdown. These included: 

1. Approach measures (from 60 to 30 seconds prior to touchdown) of: 

(a) angle of attack errors from the desired value, 

(b) elevator deflection from an average position, 

(c) localizer error, 

(d) glide slope error, 

(e) instructor pilot verbal assists of 

(1) lineup corrections 

(2) power corrections 

(3) pitch corrections: 

Performance for a, b, c, and d, above was assessed on the basis of 
the percentage of time a preselected deviation threshold was exceeded. 
Visual Approach Slope Indicator (VASI) lights aided the subjects in glide 
path control. 

2. Flare measures were categorized in the following way by degree 
of instructor pilot assistance: 

(a) the number of unassisted flares, 

(b) the number of assisted flares, 

(c) the number of instructor pilot takeovers. 

Unassisted flares were those not expected to exceed three "g's" at 
touchdown. Assisted flares were those that could be redeemed with an 
assist from the instructor pilot. Instructor pilot takeovers were those 
flares where safety of flight was in danger and complete takeover was 
deemed necessary. 
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3. Touchdown measures (those touchdowns preceded by unassisted 

flares) of: 

(a) lateral and longitudinal touchdown position, 

(b) sink rate of "gil loading at touchdown, 

(c) pitch attitude from one second prior to touchdown as 

measured by cx. 

The point of touchdown was obtained via sightings by the two on

board experimenters. The instructor pilot observed the lateral touchdown 

deviation from centerline. Longitudinal deviation from the marked touch

down zone (Fig. 7) was noted by the second experimenter. Lateral devia

tion was scaled in proportion to the runway width and was rounded off to 

an equivalent of ±3 feet •. Longitudinal touchdown position was noted 

by markers placed every 100 feet from the touchdown zone and sightings 

were made with ±50 foot roundoff errors. 

Results 

An analysis of variance was performed on all data for subject group 

including performance with both displays, display condition, and inter

actions. The results are shown in Table 1. 

Approach 

During the approach phase, two of the five measures had significant 

group effects; (:2, :$ .05), elevator deflectionS (:E :::: .005), and verbal 

assists (p :::: .02), and the display used Significantly affected angle of 

attack control (p :$ .001) and verbal assistance for line-up with the run

way centerline. -The direction and magnitude of these four measures show 

that subject utilization of the tactual display facilitated performance 

during the approach. First, control of ex was enhanced with the aid of 

the tactual display by a factor of nearly two to one during the approach. 

Second, the tactual display group in controlling ex, utilized the elevator 

to a larger degree than the airspeed display group (see Fig. 8). Third, 

the tactual display group required less verbal assistance by the instructor 

pilot than the airspeed display group, particularly in regard to the use 

of power. All subj ects required less verbal assistance in line-up when 

they ~tilized the tactual display. 

The other two approach measures were localizer and glideslope error. 

Neither of these were significantly different for the groups or displays. 

Both measures had a significant group by display interaction which indi

cated greater error by both groups using the initial display, a learning 

effect. 

li'lare 

Instructor pilot assistance, or lack thereof, during the flare shows 

a definite superior performance by the tactual group compared to the 
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Denendent Measure 

a Angle of Attack 
b .Elevator deflection 
c Localizer error 
d Glide slope error 
e Verbal assists (total) 

1 lineup 
2 power 
3 pitch 

a Unassisted flares 
b Assisted flares 
c Takeovers 

a Lateral position 
b Longitudinal position 
c Sink rate/"g" loading 
d pitch attitude 

Table 1 

£ Ratio. Table for Experiment 1 

Between 5ublects Effects: Group Effects 

Hypothesis within Cell Error 
58 df 55 df 

.1661 1 .1924 428 

.1144 1 .6054 428 

.1270 1 .4448 428 

.2240 1 .4093 304 

.6230 1 .4541 428 

.1042 1 .6314 428 

.4356 1 .1723 428 

.7407 1 .1121 428 

.7669 1 .1180 20 

.2456 1 .0681 20 

.6009 1 .2017 20 

.1281 1 .2698 200 

.5518 1 .7584 200 
8749/.6052 1/1 .8332/.2570 74/119 

.3739 1 .2523 200 

F 

.04 
8.08 ** 
1.22 
1.66 
5.87 ** 

.71 
10.82 *** 

.03 

13.00 *** 
5.66 * 
5.96 * 

9.50 ** 
1.46 

.00/2.80 
2.96 

* P :s: .05 
** P :s: .01 

*** p :s: .001 



Dependent Measure Within Subject Effects: D~splay E ttects 

Hypothesis within Cell Error 
5S <H SS df F 

a Angle of Attack .1574 1 .1924 428 35 0 01 *** 
b.Elevator deflection .4092 1 .6054 428 .29 

~ 

c Localizer error .3189 1 .4448 428 .31 
::r: d Glide slope error .1254 I .4093 304 .93 u 
~ e verbal assists (total) .1952 1 .4541 428 .00 
~ 1 lineup .9375 1 .6314 428 6.36 ** 
no 2 power .9375 1 .1723 428 2.33 no 
~ 3 pitch .1852 1 .1121 428 .01 

~ 
a unassisted flares .2615 1 .1180 20 .04 
b Assisted flares .6534 21 .8681 20 1.50 

IS. c Takeovers .4426 1 .2017 20 4.39 * 
I 

~~ a Lateral position .4104 1 .2698 200 3.04 I 
b Longitudinal position .1833 1 .7584 200 .48 

I 00 c Sink rate/"g" loading 7359/2121 1/1 .8267/2649 74/120 .66/.10 
E-<c:l d pitch attitude .5827 1 .2523 200 .46 



D'3pendent Measure Group by Dl.splay Interactl.on 

Hypothesis Within Cell Error 
5S df 55 df F 

-
a Angle of Attack ,,1848 1 ,.1924 428 ~41 
b.Elevator deflection .4530 1 .6054 428 .32 
c Localizer error .1824 1 .4448 428 17.55 *** 

~ 

:x: d Glide slope error .1410 1 .4093 304 10.47 *** 

~ e Verbal assists (total) .8563 .4541 428 8.07 ** 
1 lineup .B963 ], .6314 428 6.07 ** 

p, 2 power .5807 1 .1723 . 428 14.42 *** Il< 
,:( 3 pitch .2141 1 .1121 428 B.17 ** 

~ 
a Unassisted flares .2903 1 .• 1180 20 4.92 * 
b Assisted flares .1648 1 .8681 20 3.80 

iii C Takeovers .6549 1 .2017 20 .65 I 

I a Lateral position .6294 1 .2698 200 .05 
g~ b Longitudinal position .2990 1 .7584 200 7.88 ** 
00 c Sink rate/fig" loading NOT. AVAILABLE 
f-iA d pitch attitude .5871 1 .2523 200 4.65 * 

----
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Fig. 8 - Example of elevator deflection recorded during the approach 



airspeed group. Figure 9 illustrates this difference with the total num
ber of unassisted flares performed by group per test period. The statis
tical analysis shows that the group initially utilizing the tactual 
display significantly (£ ~ .01) outperformed the airspeed group across 
test periods. Figures 10 and 11 illustrate that the airspeed group re
quired not only more assisted landings but more takeovers (e. ~ .05). 

Two other points must be noted. First, that when airspeed trained 
subjects were transferred to flight with the tactual display, there was 
a significantly greater number of takeovers (p ~ .05). Secondly, that 
there was a significant group by display interaction effect (£ ~ .05) 
for unassisted flares. When the group initially utilizing the airspeed 
display was transferred to fly with the tactual display, they actually 
made fewer unassisted flares than did the tactual group during their first 
experimental phase (Fig. 9). 

Touchdown 

For measures of unassisted touchdowns, performance was largely re
markable. The only significant difference found was lateral touchdown 
position (p ~ .01), wherein the airspeed group had larger mean deviations 
from centerline. All other touchdown measures did not reach levels of 
significance (£ ~ .05). 

Note that for the approach, flare, and touchdown there were several 
interaction terms for group by display which were significant (p ~ .05 or 
.01). In general, the directions of these terms suggest a practice effect 
in that the subject groups showed improved performances for the second 
experimental phase. 

Discussion 

Approach 

Considering the approach from 60 to 30 seconds prior to touchdown, 
the present findings support previous in-flight studies (Gilson and 
Fenton, 1974). Angle of attack errors were substantially smaller while 
using the tactual display than while using the conventional airspeed in
dicator. 

It must be noted that previous results showed little or no difference 
between a tactual aD - a presentation and a visual aD - a presentation 
during the approach. This finding was attributed to the highly structured 
task wherein the instructor pilot pOSitioned the aircraft initially and 
the fact that the visual display was placed on the instrument panel in 
nearly a direct line with the pilot's view of the runway itself. Without 
evidence to the contrary, it is presumed that for the approach segment, 
the previous results would be substantiated in the present study if a 
visual aD - a display was utilized. However, during the flare, a high 
degree of division of visual attention would be required between a visual 
aD - a presentation and the fast approaching runway. Under these 
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conditions of high visual loading, the previous findings suggest that 
there would be substantial differences between the tactual and visual 
presentations (see Gilson and Fenton, 1974). 

The two other significant approach measures, i.e., elevator deflec
tion and verbal assists, not only support the a findings, but suggest 
some beneficial learning effects. First, conSidering elevator deflection, 
the tactual group had significantly greater elevator deflection than the 
airspeed group across test periods (Fig. 8). Presumably, the elevator 
deflections are in response to perceived errors in pitch control as noted 
by an - a errors with the tactual display. Initial experience for the 
tactual group not only brought about greater elevator responses than the 
airspeed group, but these responses continued to be greater even during 
the transferred condition when the airspeed indicator replaced the tactual 
display. This would suggest that other cues had been learned and were 
being used by the tactual group under the transferred airspeed display 
condition, e.g., perceived pitch attitude. 

Second,considering verbal assists, the greater number of verbal 
assists for the airspeed group suggest, (a) a reduced visual attention 
to external runway cues and/or (b) poor airspeed control created enough 
variability to make it difficult for subjects to perceive relevant "con
stancy" cues needed for the approach. That visual attention was divided 
is supported in part by the fact that all subjects needed more verbal 
assistance for line-up when they were using the airspeed display. This 
implies concentrated visual attention on the airspeed display. That poor 
airspeed control created confusion with regard to approach cues, is im
plied by the greater number of verbal assists for power required by the 
airspeed group. Poor attitude (airspeed) control engenders improper con
trol of power since there is a high degree of interaction between pitch 
attitude and power during an approach. Thus, the airspeed group did not 
learn to judge power cues as well as the tactual group either in the ini
tial experimental phase or subsequently under the transferred condition. 

Flare 

The tactual display group significantly outperformed the airspeed 
group in terms of unassisted flares. This suggests that: (a) the group 
initially trained with the tactual display was facilitated (50% unassisted 
flares) in their flares to landings by following the tactual display, and 
(b) that they had learned enough to later perform quite well (almost 70% 
unassisted flares) with the conventional airspeed display. This latter 
finding rejected an initial hypothesis that a "crutch-like" dependency on 
the display might manifest itself when the tactual group was transferred 
to the airspeed only condition. 

The airspeed group perfor.med approximately 22% unassisted flares 
during the first four test periods. What was remarkable, however, was 
that the airspeed group did not substantially improve when they were 
transferred to the tactual display--there were only 40% unassisted flares 
in the second experimental phase compared to 50% unassisted landings in 
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the first experimental phase for the tactual grouP. This smaJ.ler than anticipated improvement is aJ.so evident in the number of instructor takeovers. It is apparent from Fig. 11 that when the airspeed group was transferred to the use of the tactual display (test periods 5 and 6) there was a dramatic increase in the number of takeovers. These data suggest that some apparent problem or conflict occurred when the airspeed group was transferred to the tactual display. One potential conflict may have occurred for the airspeed group because of their initial strategy. Their utilization of the available visual cues developed largely by trial and error. Such strategies most likely differed from the commands directed by the tactual display. Conversely, the group initially trained with the tactual display was forced to use and observe the desired flareto-landing strategy. Thus, when the tactual group was transferred to the use of the visual airspeed display they relied on previous learning rather than trial and error. Further study of this and alternative hypotheses with regard to strategies used by subjects is obviously necessary before a firm conclusion can be drawn. 

Touchdown 

Considering the measures taken of unassisted touchdowns as indicants of the quality of touchdowns, few differences were found. The only significant difference was lateral position error with respect to the runway centerline which was significantly greater for the airspeed group. One possibility for this finding was that these subjects without tactual commands devoted their attention to learning to flare the aircraft at the expense of attention to runway centerline. Moreover, this initial concentration on proper flare may have carried over to the transferred condition, since'they continued to make large lateraJ. deviations at touchdown even with the tactuaJ. display. Accordingly, the tactuaJ. group may have performed better with regard to lateral touchdown position because with tactual commands "directing" their flares, they could devote more attention to lineup. 

The lack of other group or display differences for unassisted touchdowns indicates that the subjects' unassisted landings were largely uniform. This implies little or no instructor pilot bias in the form of premature or unnecessary assists. 

Initially, it had been hypothesized that the following benefits would accrue for a novice pilot utilizing a kinesthetic-tactual display of aD - a control information during the approach and flare: 

1. the pilot would have better performance during the approach and flare through increased control, aided by a continuous knowledge of aD - a, thus reducing the risk of errors that might result in stall-spin or touchdown accidents; 

2. the pilot would be more proficient for the normal number of practice periods with respect to landings, aided by correct flare information and exposure to appropriate visual cues from outside the cockpit; 
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3. the pilot's improved control of aircraft attitude and flight 
path should carryover to later nontactually aided flight situa
tions, e.g., during flight in aircraft equipped with only con
ventional airspeed displays where visual attention would be 
divided. 

The present results suggest that the first two hypotheses were gen
erally correct. Pilots flying initially with the tactual display were 
facilitated in their control of the appropriate pitch attitude for a 
given flight mode and in their recognition of inappropriate pitch attitudes 
that might result in aerodynamic stall or high touchdown loads. This is 
supported both by a closer control of a when the tactual display was em
ployed and by the higher number of unassisted landings made by the tactual 
display group. 

With regard to the third hypothesis, learning rather than a "crutch
like" dependency occurred during the initial practice by the tactual dis
play grouP. Performance, as measured by unassisted landings, remained 
high and continued to improve after the tactual group was transferred to 
the conventional airspeed display. This may have been fostered through 
a continued observed relationship between aircraft pitch attitude and 
accurate regulation of a and/or through a higher degree of attention to 
subtle visual and nonvisual environment cues. 

Some unanticipated problem of conflict did occur when the convention
ally trained airspeed group was later transferred to the use of the tactual 
display. Not only did they require more instructor pilot assistance during 
flare, but this assistance was in the form of takeovers. The reason for 
this conflict is merely speculation at this time (see preceding discus
sion). 

Additional benefits that may have occurred for the tactual group may 
only be implied from the present data. The kinesthetic-tactual display 
mounted on the yoke, leads to a natural stimulus-response action of either 
pushing or pulling that control. This may have resulted in eliminating 
the frequently encountered confusion in the subject's mind as to whether 
to compensate for aD - a I 0 (or airspeed changes) with either the yoke 
or throttle, thus easing the instructional situation. This is perhaps 
supported by the fewer verbal assists for power given to the tactual versus 
the airspeed grouP. Secondly, there may also be a gain in collison avoid
ance because a pilot, without visual attention being drawn towards infor
mation within the cockpit, could be more continuously aware of events and 
information outside the cockpit. This is suggested by the tactual group's 
observance of the runway as evidenced by more accurate lateral touchdowns. 
A previous study by Gilson and Fenton (1974) also suggests this increased 
awareness. Novice pilots more accurately controlled angle of attack with 
a tactual display while maneuyering with respect to a ground reference to 
the side of the aircraft. Such speculated benefits should be the subject 
of further investigation to establish or deny their validity. 
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EXPERIMENT 2 

Introduction 

Experiment 1 demonstrated the advantage of presenting angle of attack 
information tactually over airspeed information visually to novice pilots 
during the approach and landing. The tactual information facilitated 
control performance not only while the display was present, but also in 
a transfer condition, where only visual airspeed indication was available. 
Based on the conditions of Experiment 1, it could not be determined, 
whether the improved performance with the tactual training was due solely 
to the sensory modality of presentation. The tactual information was dif
ferent, i.e., angle of attack as opposed to airspeed. Also, due to the 
unavailability of a visual windscreen (heads-up) displays, the pilot using 
the airspeed indicator had the added distraction of looking inside the 
cockpit for that information, in addition to control by environmental 
information. 

The second study was designed to delineate the performance differ
ences due to the methods of information presentation, i.e., tactual versus 
visual displays, rather than differences due to the actual information 
displayed. To equate the information to the two modalities, both a tac
tual display and a version of a visual heads-up display were used to pro
vide airspeed and glide path error information. Angle of attack was not 
used. In addition, the experimental work was conducted using laboratory 
simulation, rather than in flight, to eliminate such confounding factors 
as crOSSWinds and airport traffic. 

It should be noted that performance with the tactual display was 
conservatively tested here; a known disadvantage was incurred. Jagacinski, 
et ale (1977) found that the tactually displayed error signal must be 
quickened with velocity information in order to result in the same level 
of performance as with a visual display on a critical tracking task. One 
apparent explanation for the need of quickening may be tactual insensi
tivity to small deviations that are visually discernable. The velOCity 
quickening emphasizes these small errors and brings tactual sensitivity 
and, apparently, information extraction to the level of visual modality. 
Thus, with identical information provided by these different displays, 
subjects using the information visually perform better than those receiving 
this information tactually. Accordingly, any performance advantage for 
the tactual display upon transfer to the unaided (no display) landing ap
proach is not caused by better performance with the tactual displays prior 
to transfer. 

Methodology . 

Subjects 

Five female and fifteen male volunteers of 16 to 55 years of age, 
took part in the present study. To each of the experimental groups, one 
female and three males were randomly assigned. None of the subjects had 
previously performed, or assisted in, the landing of an aircraft. 
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Apparatus 

Experimentation was conducted using a motion-based Singer GAT-l 
single engine airplane ground trainer (see Appendix C). Only two controls 
were used, those for pitch and throttle. The three degrees of freedom 
rotational motion base of the trainer was limited to that of pitch. The 
built-in auditory systems for engine sound and stall warning alert pro
vided supplementary information regarding throttle setting, pitch attitude, 
and excessively slow airspeeds. To encourage the pilot to direct visual 
attention out of the cockpit, all panel instruments, except those for the 
engine, were inoperative. 

A visual simulation system of a simplified runway environment was 
developed for this research project by members of The Ohio State Univer-· 
sity Electrical Engineering and Psychology Faculty. The 525 line, raster 
scan display (with 256-line resolution) was projected by an Advent Model 
1000A System (Fig. 12). The pilot within the trainer's cockpit had a 
viewing distance of 2.4 m from the prOjection screen. The concave screen 
measured 1.2 m vertically and 1.8 m horizontally and subtended 28° by 41°, 
respectively, of the viewer's visual angle. The simulation provided a 
horizon across approximately the center of the screen where the blue sky 
met the green ground. No ground texture cues were provided. A gray tex
tureless runway, with a blue numeral "1" at the approach end, varied in 
perspective with the distance and altitude of the aircraft (Fig. 13). 

Two visual heads-up displays were generated as horizontal lines super
imposed on the background view. One line in black extending the width of 
the screen, with a .6 m vertical range of movement, represented the pro
jected point of touchdown. The line overlaid the point on the earth's 
surface where the aircraft would make contact, if the present vertical 
velocity (rate of descent) and groundspeed were maintained. Since a zero 
wind condition existed in this simulation, airspeed and groundspeed were 
equivalent. The desired point of touchdown was the approach end of the 
runway identification number. Projected touchdown error was graphically 
depicted when the line did not overlay the number. This error also pro
vided a performance measure whether or not it was displayed to the sub
ject. The pilot's task was to keep the projected point of touchdown over 
the number by varying the vertical velOCity. This was accomplished pri
marily by the throttle control. Increasing throttle by forward movement 
of the control resulted in a decrease in the rate of descent. 

A second line, colored red, comprised the visual display for airspeed 
error, and ranged ±.3 m in relation to the horizon reference. At an alti
tude greater than 50 feet (15 m), this red line, properly positioned on 
the horizon, corresponded to 75 mph, the desired approach airspeed for 
this aircraft. Below 50 feet the desired (reference) airspeed decreased 
linearly as a function of altitude, such that aerodynamic stall speed, 
with full flap and landing gear extenSion, was reached just at touchdown. 
When the red line was above the horizon, an aft movement of the control 
yoke was required for correction. This resulted in an increase in pitch 
attitude and therefore, an appropriate decrease in airspeed. If the 
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Fig. 12 - The advent Projection System with the 
GAT-1 trainer 
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a 

Fig. l3 - The visual simulation of the runway changes, view a to £, as 
distance and altitude decrease 
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difference between the actual and desired pitch attitude, i.e., the distance between the red line and the horizon, was kept within a close tolerance throughout the approach and touchdown, the approach would culminate in a gentle flare and full stall landing. Such accurate control would generate a low amplitude error signal which was also available for measurement whether or not it was displayed to the subject. 

The same information was presented tactually. The tactual displays were, as before, mounted in the control handles. In this experiment there were tactual displays in both the yoke and throttle controls. An aft slide protrusion in the yoke control as shown in Fig. 1, corresponds now to a less than desired pitch attitude. The proper response would again be an aft movement of the control so as to increase the pitch attitude returning the slide to its flush position. The pilot's task was to track the slide to minimize the displayed error. The same error signals generated for the visual displays were used to drive the servo motors of the tactual displays. The pitch error was a function of the difference between the desired and actual airspeeds; the throttle error was a function of the difference between the projected and desired touchdown pOints. The sensitivities of the displays, with a range of ±1.25 em, were set to correspond to the maximum sensitivity range for the visual displays. Also, with linear functions the rate of movement of the slides and the visual displays yielded indirect information as to the rate of increase or decrease in the error. 

A warning system for the tactual displays was impl~ented, such that any time the force exerted on the slide's servomotor by the pilot caused a restriction in its movement, a light would be activated. This would alert both the pilot and the experimenter of the excessive hand pressure on the display. Typically, only a few such cautions were needed before the subjects developed a gentle touch on the displays. Movement of the control was easily accomplished without any interference in the display's movement. 

The experimental data were recorded on a Brush RF1783-40 eight-channel strip-chart recorder. 

Procedure 

The experimental work took place in the Aviation Psychology Laboratory at The Ohio State University Airport. In general, partiCipants reported for one hour a day, on four consecutive days. 

On the first day, the experimenter gave all subjects an introduction to the visual simulation system without any display aids. Visual approaches were described to highlight perspective shape changes of the runway with varying distances, altitudes, and approach angles. Particular emphasis was placed on the center of expansion of the optic array as the projected point of touchdown (Gibson, 1955). Subjects were told to observe this point with the intent of keeping it on the runway number. Pitch as indicated by the relative distance between the engine cowling and the 
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horizon, was presented as the reference visual cue for airspeed. The 
pitch and throttle controls necessary for the regulation of both airspeed 
and glide path were explained, followed by a demonstration of their move
ment. The use.of fore/aft yoke movement, resulting in changes of pitch, 
was shown as the primary method to accomplish airspeed control. Parti
cipants were told to keep the desired approach airspeed until within 50 
feet (15 m) of the ground. At this altitude, the airspeed should be 
gradually decreased until reaching stall and minimal vertical velocity 
at the time of touchdown. A brief explanation of aerodynamic stall was 
included. 

The throttle was introduced as the control for glide path angle and, 
therefore, touchdown point. For example, forward throttle movement re
sulted in an increase in power and a decrease in rate of descent. The 
interaction of airspeed and throttle changes was discussed and the neces
sary pitch changes accompanying throttle changes described. 

Two demonstration approach and landing trials were performed jointly 
by the subject and the experimenter. The subject, now the pilot, subse
quently made four pretraining unassisted approaches and landings. Often 
the recordings showed these "landings" to be short of the runway thres
hold. 

Each trial began with the aircraft positioned approximately 2 miles 
(3.2 kIn) from the runway and 500 feet (152 m) above ground level at an 
engine power of 2200 revolutions per minute. Each approach and landing 
took approximately two minutes to complete. 

As previously mentioned, the roll and yaw capabilities of the ground 
trainer were disabled; the aircraft never deviated from alignment with 
the runway centerline. 

There were five experimental groups (Table 2). Subject assignment 
to the groups occurred at the onset of experimentation. Group 1 used 
both the visual pitch and visual throttle displays. Group 2 had both 
tactual displays. Group 3 had the visual pitch and tactual throttle dis
plays, and Group 4 had tactual pitch and visual throttle. The control 
group had no displays, only verbal instructions from the experimenter 
(see Appendix B). 

On Day 2, the subjects were introduced to their respective display 
for pitch information, according to grouping. Eight training trials were 
run with the pilot controlling error with the respective display. It 
should be noted here that only the pitch displays were utilized. Previous 
work had shown that when subjects were given both the pitch and throttle 
displays initially, confusion from their interaction resulted in poor 
skill acquisition. Therefore, during these initial training trials, the 
experimenter controlled the throttle in order to minimize throttle error. 

After these first eight trials, the throttle display was introduced 
as appropriate to the subject's grouping. Eight additional training 
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TABLE 2 

The Respective Display Hodality 
of the Experimental Groups 

Pitch Throttle 
Group Display· Display 

1 visual visual 

2 tactual tactual 

3 visual tactual 

4 tactual visual 

5 none none 
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approaches to landing were made with both pitch and throttle displays 
activated. Data were recorded on the last four trials of this series. 
For all trials, pitch control was emphasized as the primary task. This 
emphasis was justifiable because the interaction between the two control 
systems was such that without pitch being held constant, throttle control 
was quite difficult. Also, a correction in pitch would often result in a 
correction in the projected point of touchdown and, therefore, no throttle 
control movement would be needed. Finally, the pitch control/display 
system had only a small time lag associated with it as compared to a 
rather long time lag associated with the throttle system. 

Pilots were told to attend to the runway cues when using any of the 
displays to maximize transfer to the no-display test period. However, 
no verbal assistance was introduced during a trial except for the control 
group who received constant individualized verbal instructions. 

The final four trials of Day 2 comprised Test Period 1, during which 
data were also collected. These approaches to landing were accomplished 
wi thout the use of any displays. 

On day 3, another series of 16 training approaches and landings was 
conducted with the respective displays, followed by 4 test trials without 
the displays or verbal assistance. The following day, two series of 16 
practice and 4 test trials took place. 

Results 

Recorded data consisted of pitch error, throttle error, vertical 
velocity and altitude. Pitch and throttle error were analyzed in detail. 
Vertical velocity and altitude were used as validation references for 
strip-chart data analysis. Of the approximately 120-second trial, the 
central 60 seconds were examined. Errors during the flare and touchdown 
were not utilized as data because of a significant amount of noise in the 
two error signals during this portion of the approach. For the 60-second 

-approach phase analyzed, two measures of each error signal were taken: 
root mean squared error and the integral of the absolute value of the 
error, sampled each second. These two measures did not differ appreciably 
in sensitivity to variance and yielded the same levels of significance. 
The integral error will be used for discussion. 

Training Periods 

Data were analyzed for the final four approaches of each sixteen
trial training series. As was expected with identical information from 
the two displays, those using the visual display performed pitch control 
significantly better than those using the tactual display for pitch error, 
while the displays were present, ~ (1.15) = 17.33, ~ $ .001 (Table 3). 
There was no effect of pitch or throttle display modality on throttle 
error control with the displayn. Figure 14 represents the group scores 
of mean integral error for these last four trials of each training ses
sion. 
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TABLE 3 

F Ratio Table Generated from the Analysis of 
Variance Using the CANOVA Program (Poor, 1973) 

of Performance with the Displays 

Hypothesis 
SS 

Within Cell Error 
SS 

Between Subject Source ~~~Pitch __ ~Thrott1e __ gf_:riJ~ch~bro~ttle df 
Between Subjects Effect: Group Effects 

Group Main Effect 
Pitch-Visual vs Tactual 
Throttle-Visual vs Tactual 
pitch/Throtj:1e~In~teraction 

Main Effect 
Linear 
Quadratic 
Cubic 

Within 

229822 54915 4 84008 161701 15 
97056 21438 1 84008 161701 15 
12873 25057 1 84008 161701 15 
16738 168 1 84008 161701 15 
Subject E:fie~ct:~~~Test 

1184 
3192 

174 

19816 
7847 
2643 

3 
1 
1 
1 

Period Effect 

33774 54458 
32397 38024 
39685 65164 

Group py Test Period Effect 

13 
15 
15 
15 

F 

Pitch Throttle 

10.26*** 1. 27 
17.33*** 1.99 
2.30 2.32 
2.99 .02 

.49 

.53 
1.48 

.07 

4.54* 
5.46* 
3.10 

.61 

Group by Test Period 12 34 .37 .39 
by Test Period Linear 2728 1788 4 33774 54458 15 ;30 .12 
by Test Period Quadratic 2885 10129 4 32397 38024 15 .33 1.00 
by Test Period Cubic 3154 11194 4 39685 65164 15 .30 .64 

pitch-Visual vs Tactual 3 13 .56 .21 
by Test Period Linear 2516 266 1 33774 54458 15 1.12 .07 
by Test Period Quadratic 308 1224 1 32397 38024 15 .14 .48 
by Test Period Cubic 2021 2593 1 39685 65164 15 .76 .60 



w w 

Hypothesis 
SS 

Within Cell Error 
SS 

Between Subject Source pitch Throttle df Pitch Throttle df pitch 
Throttle-Visual vs Tactual 3 13 .24 

by Test Period Linear 112 1109 1 33774 54458 15 .05 
by Test Period Quadratic 336 6907 1 32397 38024 15 .16 
by Test_ Per--i9_cl ~_upic 991 5771 1 39685 65164 15 .38 

Pitch/Throttle Interaction 3 13 .26 
by Test Period Linear 47 335 1 33774 54458 15 .02 
by Test Period Quadratic 546 1931 1 32397 38024 15 .. 25 
by Tes.!:_ Period Cubic 135 2679 1 39685 65164 15 .05 

Main Effect 
Linear 
Quadratic 
Cubic 

Group by Trial 
by Trial Linear 
by Trial Quadratic 
by Trial Cubic 

728 
4447 
2429 

Trial Effect 

6157 
407 

21 

3 
1 
1 
1 

26310 
31218 
14169 

20848 
13568 
15703 

13 
15 
15 
15 

1.48 
.42 

2.14 
2.57 

Group __ by 'f~iC!l ~JfecJ:. ______________ _ 

1576 
3879 

20192 

3796 
516 

2505 

12 34 1.95 
4 26310 20848 15 .22 
4 31218 13568 15 .47 
4 14169 15703 15 5.34** 

Test Period by Trial 

F 

Throttle ---
.84 
.31 

2.72 
1.33 

.56 

.09 

.76 

.62 

1. 73 
4.43* 

.45 

.02 

.49 

.68 

.14 

.60 

Test Period by Trial 9 7 1.66 1.67 
Group by Test Pp.riod by Trial 

Group by Test Period by Trial 36 27 .34 1. 32 

* £ ~ .05 
** £ ~ .01 

*** £ ~ .001 
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Fig. 14 - Group effects for visual (V) and tactual (T) displays; perform
ance with the displays 
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Test Periods, Post Training 

Data from the four test approaches subsequent to the training series 
were examined. It should be noted that no displays were present during 
these unaided test trials, the approaches were made with reference only 
to the runway environment. 

The main effect was the significantly improved performance on pitch 
control with tactual pitch information prior to testing, (Groups 2 and 4) 
F (1,15) = 4.97, p s .05. In addition, this performance advantage was 
also reflected in-throttle control, i.e., throttle control was signifi
cantly better for those pilots who had received training with tactual 
pitch error, regardless of the display modality of throttle error pres
entation, F (1,15) = 5.16, p s .05 (Table 4). The group effects during 
the test periods may be seen as mean integral error scores in Fig. 15. 
The pilots trained with both tactual displays had the least amount of 
pitch error (±4.33 mph), whereas, those trained with both visual displays 
exhibited the most error (±7.58 mph). The respective throttle errors 
were ±.193° and ±.235°. 

Contrary to expectation, the test period performance of the verbally 
assisted control group equalled, for pitch control, and significantly 
exceeded, for throttle control, that of the experimental display groups. 

Pretraining 

To insure that the random subject assignment to the groups eliminated 
any group biases, the initial four approaches were analyzed; these occur
red before any display experience. There were no significant differences 
between the four experimental groups on integrated pitch error, F 
(3,27) = 1.58, p s .26 or integrated throttle error, F (3,24) = ~64, 
p s .61. The combination of Groups 1 and 3, which subsequently had visual 
pitch training versus Groups 2 and 4, which had tactual pitch training 
also were not significantly different in pitch error, F (1,33) = 1.17, 
p s .30 or throttle error, F (1,30) = 2.04, p S .18 in-these first four 
pretraining approaches. - -

Skill Acquisition 

The improved performance without the displays due to training across 
test periods was significant, ! (3,13) = 12.05, 17.02, E S .001. Figure 
16 indicates the progressive but complex linear and cubic relationship of 
the training effects on pitch and throttle integral error with a negative 
slope of .38 and .03. Performance with the displays is depicted in Fig. 
17 across practice periods. Throttle error was significant and linear 
with a negative slope and closely resembled the shape of the throttle 
error for performance without the displays. 

Discussion 

This second study shows that training with tactual presentations 
facilitates subsequent unaided performance more than training carried out 
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TABLE 4 

F Ratio Table Generated from the Analysis of 
Variance Using the CANOVA Program (Poor, 1973) 

of ~erformance without the Displays 

Hypothesis Wi thin Cell Error 
SS SS 

Between Subject Source Pitch T.hrott1e df Pitch Throttle df 
Between Subjects Effect: GrouE Effects 

Group Main Effect 803608 71909 4 1591191 73765 15 
Pitch-Visual vs Tactual 527622 25371 1 1591191 73765 15 
Throttle-Visual vs Tactual 58867 551 1 1591191 73765 15 
PitchLThrott1e Interaction 1193'6 2927 1 1591191 73765 15 

Within Subject Effect: Test Period Effect 
Main Effect 3 13 

Linear 253584 139277 1 519871 50501 15 
Quadratic 15610 846 1 357889 36857 15 
Cubic 72441 17043 1 83353 62226 15 

GrouE b~ Test Period Effect 
Group by Test Period 12 34 

by Test Period Linear 274900 61798 4 519871 50501 15 
by Test Period Quadratic 72305 26665 4 357889 j6857 15 
b~ Test Period Cubic 146805 21489 4 83353 62226 15 

Pitch-Visual vs Tactual 3 13 
by Test Period Linear 125432 5223 1 519871 50501 15 
by Test Period Quadratic 6290 12420 1 357889 36857 15 
by Test Period Cubic 39516 5298 1 83353 62226 15 

F 

pitch Throttle 

1.8~ 3.66* 
4.97* 5.16* 

.56 .11 

.11 .60 

12.05*** 17.02*** 
7.32* 41.37*** 

.65 .34 
13.04** 4 .• 11 

2.80** 2.76** 
1.98 4.59* 

.76 2.71 
6.60** 1.30 
6.14** 4.80* 
3.62 1.55 

.26 5.06* 
7.11** 1.28 



w 
-..:] 

Between Subject Source 
Throttle-Visual vs Tactual 

by Test Period Linear 
by Test Period Quadratic 
bv Test Period CUbic 

Pitch/Throttle Interaction 
by Test Period Linear 
by Test Period Quadratic 
by Test Period Cubic 

Main Effect 
Linear 
Quadratic 
Cubic 

Group'by Trial 
by Trial Linear 
by Trial Quadratic 
by Trial Cubic 

Test ~eriod by Trial 

Group by Test Perioc!_by Trj.a1 

* ..Q 5 .05 
** ..Q 5 .01 

*** E. 5 .001 

Hypothesis Within Cell Error 
55 55 

Pitch Throttle df Pitch Throttle df 
3 13 

95513 8821 1 519871 50501 15 
6879 597 1 357889 36857 15 
2685 10847 1 83353 62226 15 

3 13 
2467 37045 1 519871 50501 15 

57390 13603 1 347889 36857 15 
104292 3981 1 83353 62226 15 

Trial Effect 
3 13 

42766 15038 1 231384 46565 15 
22095 4056 1 231418 12202 15 
10045 18633 1 98978 14553 15 

GrouE by Trial Effect 
12 34 

4425H 24220 4- 231334 46565 15 
30364 15489 4 231418 12202 15 
60349 3606 4 98978 14553 15 

Test Period by Trial 
9 7 

GrouE by Test Period by Trial 
36 27 

F 

pitch Throttle 
1.24 1.49 
2.76 2.62 

.29 .24 

.48 2.62 
5.72** 3.69* 

.07 11.00** 
2.40 5.54* 

18.77*** .96 

1.98 9.97*** 
2.77 4.84* 
1.43 4.99* 
1.52 19.26*** 

.97 2.79** 

.72 1.~) '3 

.62 4.76* 
2.29 .93 

5.83* 12.12** 

1.12 1.23 
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Fig. 15 - Group effects for visual (V) and tactual (T) displays; perform
ance without the displays 
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Fig. 16 - Test period effects of the integrated error for all subjects; 
performance without the displays 
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Fig. 17 - Test period effects of the integrated error for all subjects; 
performance with the displays 
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with even optimized visual heads-up displays of the same information. 
Facilitation occurred even though performance using the visual display 
exceeded that of the tactual. This suggests that the results of Experi
ment 1 may not have been as pronounced had a heads-up visual display of 
angle of attack been used since testing occurred during display usage. 
Thus, the display technique contributed to the training enhancement in 
both studies. This advantage may exist because of the high demands 
placed on the visual modality during training, by the visual compensatory 
control tasks. Because of the sublety, necessary visual information in 
the runway environment is difficult to perceptually extract and interpret. 
A pilot therefore must learn the relationship between the visual trans
formations and 'control of pitch and throttle. This learning would not 
necessarily occur if one is simply looking at the runway, without per
ceiving (being aware of) the visual relationships and transformations. 

The tactual display has been shown in both experiments to facilitate 
the perceptual learning and integration of approach and flare information· 
to a greater degree than the visual display. This facilitation may be 
all or in part attributed to the lack of interference in the visual field 
with a tactual display. Without perceptual interference in the visual 
modality, visual attention may be entirely consumed by the processing of 
the information available in the runway environment. Therefore, without 
the displays, the facilitated learning is evident. Further evidence sup
porting this argument is found with the verbal group who outperformed 
both display groups. Verbal aSSistance, like tactual information trans
mission has the advantage of little visual interference with the approach 
and landing task. However, in flight verbal assistance can cause atten
tional interference with radio communications, aural warning devices and 
other important aircraft sounds. 

Due to the interaction of airspeed and glide path, a more stabilized 
and accurate air speed control could enhance glide path control. The 
significant effect ·of the pitch display training on throttle control, re
gardless of throttle display modality, reflects the importance of this 
interaction. Also because pitch control consumes much of the pilot's 
visual attention, the reduction of intramodality interference with the 
tactual pitch display may allow increased learning potential for throttle 
control. Therefore, the lack of significant performance improvement with 
the tactual throttle display training may not be surprising. 

As a final point concerning throttle control, the visual simulation 
equipment provided no texture cues either on or around the runway. There
fore, the expansion of the runway edges can be assumed to have provided 
the only cue for projected touchdown point, in the unaided trials. This 
expansion was apparent only from a relatively close distance to the runway. 
In actual flight, objective texture cues normally are available, even at 
a great distance, in the form of the large texture of fields and trees 
below, or just in front of, the aircraft. Rapid descention is detectable 
by the texture expansion in this optic array. It is quite remarkable, 
given this lack of information, that glide path control via throttle con-
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trol was so well accomplished by the novice pilots in this study. Paren
thetically, this finding has specific impact for visual simulation con
siderations. 

The reasons why individual verbal instructions in the second study 
were more effective than either the tactual or visual displays by them
selves seem clear. There is more to the approach and landing task than 
just compensatory tracking of the yoke and throttle controls. Control 
interactions, anticipation of control input, and extraction of informa
tion from the ;Landing enVironment are all required and can be provided 
by verbal instructions. Furthermore, this instruction does not compete 
with visual perceptual learning. Therefore, the combination of the two 
nonvisual techniques, verbal instructions and continuous tactual feedback 
of at least pitch information, as in the first study, augments training 
over conventional verbal techniques. 

Sunnn.ary 

Through this and previous research, the tactual modality has gained 
substantial status as an input channel for control information. The use 
of the kinesthetic-tactual displays was shown to enhance visual perceptual 
learning of the approach and landing task. 

In the first study, the utilization of the kinesthetic-tactual dis
play for compensatory tracking of a computer-generated desired angle of 
attack produced the following results, in comparison to the visual dis
play of airspeed: 

1. a more accurate control of angle of attack; 

2. an increased utilization of the elevator for angle of attack 
control; 

3. fewer number of verbal assists given by the instructor pilot; 

4. an increase in the number of unassisted landings both while 
initially utilizing the tactual display and subsequently when 
utilizing a conventional airspeed display, and 

5. a closer adherence to runway centerline during landings. 

Some problem or conflict did occur, however, for conventionally trained 
pilots when they were transferred to fly with the tactual display. The 
result was a substantial increase in the number of instructor pilot take
overs. 

It could not be determined from this study, whether the advantages 
found were the result at the sensory mode of display presentation, or the 
fact that the tactual display group received angle of attack information 
and the airspeed group received airspeed information. 
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The second study demonstrated the advantage of tactual over visual 
presentation of the same control feedback for the approach to landing. 
The tactual feedback facilitated the learning of the interpretation 
necessary to use the available visual information in an approach. Since 
velocity quickening was not present in the tactual displays, performance 
with the heads-up visual pitch display was superior to that with the 
tactual pitch display. However, in the transfer condition, where displays 
were unavailable, the tactual advantage of less visual workload was evi
denced in the better performance of those trained with the tactual pitch 
display. 

In comparison to the display groups, the control group demonstrated 
the importance of adequate individualized verbal instruction. Given to
gether, as in the first study, individualized verbal instruction supple
mented by kinesthetic-tactual displays, of at least pitch error, may 
improve conventional verbal training of the visual approach and landing. 
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APPENDIX A 

SC150--Angle of Attack System Technical Description 
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INSTRUMENT CORPORATION 
White Plains. New YOlk 

SAFE FLIGHT'S 
TS01D SC-150 
angle-af-attack system 
com bines pre-stall 'V'Jarning 

with speed control for 
maximum performance 

and safety 

what 
you see: 

ZO~JE I STALL I 

SC-150 

• BEST CLIMB ANGLE 
Maximum altitude over minimum distance 

OR 
• SHORT FIELD APPROACH 

Reduce speed to slow diamond 

• NORMAL APPROACH 
Control attitude and speed 
to keep pointer centered 

• DOW~JWIND 

I 
BASElEG 
Maintain speed 
at fast diamond 

you need the 
SC-150 for: 

IIlr,stantaneous Stall Trend Information III Proper Speedl Attitude During L~nding Ap

proach 1I Be'St Short Field Approach Speed/Attitude ill Best Climb Angle or Speed 

II Be'St Engine Out Climb for Twin Engine Aircraft a Easier Control During Turbulence 

outstanding 
features: 

III Combines Speed Control and TSO'd Pre·Stall Warning::l Shows Continuous Stall Trend 

Information !I In-Flight Self Test Capability 13 Single Angle-Of-A:tack Wing Sensor 

II Anti-Icing Operation (Optional) £I Horizontal or Vertical Scal!! Indicator Available 

operation: 
. The SC·150 Angle.Qf·Attack system is one of a second genera· 

tion of Safe Flight's precision lift measurement systems which 

provide t!'le pilot with necessary lift information to utilize the 

performance capabili ties of his aircraft. I t presents a continuous 

coc~pit display that enables a pilot to evaluate instantly the 

lift performance of his aircraft, regardless of gross weight, wing 

loading, air densitY, attitude, ground effect, turbul9nce or flapl 

gear configuration. 
By the increasing slope of red at the SLOW side of the Indi-
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cator scale, the SC-150 shows the trend towards stall. The ref

erence diamonds at either side of the center·mark are provided 

as targets below and above the optimal 30% above stall generally 

approximated for the center·mark. These can "be used for "max

imum performance short·field operations on the SLOW side 

and less critical or turbulent air approaches, on the FAST side. 

In addition to presenting instantaneous speed control infor

mation to the pilot, the SC-150 also provides 3 signal output 

which activates the aircraft Pre-Stall Warning Device when the 

aircraft approaches a stall condition. 



technical information 
INDICATOR AND COMPUTER 

TYPICAL BLOCK DIAGRAM 

LIFT 
SENSOR 

LIFT SENSOR 

LIFT 
COMPUTER 

TEST 
SWITCH 

system description: 
The Safe Ffi.ht SC·150 System is comprised of a wing 

mounted Lift Sensor, cockpit located Lift Computer and Speed 
Control Indicator. 

The Lift Se"sor is installed in the lower leading edge of the 
aircraft ...,ing and CO" replace your existing wing stall warning 
sens::.r. ill: se:'lSi"9 va". ofthe unit protrudes into the airstream 
and during fli;.~t is positioned by local airflow velocity and 
direction. By correlating lift with airflow characteristic at the 
stagnation poin: on the wing, the Lift Sensor measures changes 
in angle-ol·arrack, or air-speed deviation from an airspeed 
represented by a reference angle-of·attack. 

specifications 
COMPONENT DIMENSIONS lin Inches}: 
Indicator and Computer 114 H x 2Y. W x 4Y. L 
Lift Sensor 1% H x 1·3/8 W x 3 L 
Sensor Moun~ing Plata 3'l.. H x 2'1a W 

The output signal, combining angle-of·attack and local.dy
namic pressure, enters the Lift Computer which contains power 
regulation, signal proc.ssing and control circuitry. The com· 
puter activates the Pre·Stali Warning Device whenever the Lift 
Sensor signal approaches the stall angle.of.arrack. An output 
signal (which represents wing lift condition) is also provided 
for visual display on the Speed ContrOl Indicator. 

A "Press To Test" switch is provided on the Uft Computer 
to allow test of the Indicator, Lift Computer and Pre-Stall 
Warning Device during ground Or flight operations. 

Pre·Stall Warning 
Power Source 
Nominal System Power Drain· 
Anti-Ice Heater Power Drain 

TSO·C54 
14 or 28 V DC 

.3 amps 
B5 watts The measurement accuracy of the SC·150 system may be expressed in knots deviation from the speed associated wi til the calibrated desked angle-of-arrack. This accuracy is usually within one knot. 

For mora in1cmation. p'ea.s~ write. stating aircraft make and modelf to: 

R·127~ 
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'-DOtJ not includ, Warning Device or Anti·lce Heate,.. 

SAFE FLIGHT INSTRUMENT CORPORATION 
P.O.Box 550 

White Plains, New York 10602 
Tel: 914-946-9500 

Prinled in U.S.A. 
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Instructions to Instructor and Student Pilots 
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Ex.periment 1 

The instructor conducting the first 3 hours of training had approx
imately 300 hours flight time with commercial, instrument, multiengine 
and flight instructor single engine certificates. His experience as a 
flight instructor was very limited. The lesson plans from the standard 
training syllabus used for these first three hours of dual instruction 
are enclosed in this appendix. 

The remaining 6 hours of training were conducted by an experienced 
flight instructor with approximately 400 hours dual given, 3000 hours 
total, flight instructor and airline transport--multi and Single engine 
certificates. This portion of the instruction consisted of take-off, 
approach, and landing training. The airspeed indicator and tactual dis
play were introduced at this time. Students were given a demonstration 
of their function and an explanation of their interpretation and the 
proper response. Verbal instructions were restricted to those regarding 
pitch, power, and line up with the runway along with "follow the display" 
or ''maintain proper airspeed" as appropriate. 

Following each lesson, the student was debriefed. Student's prog
ress was discussed and problem areas brought to their attention. 

Experiment 2 

Experimentation was conducted by a commercial-instrument pilot under 
the direction of a certified ground instructor. Instructions to the dis
play groups directed their attention to the display's position and the 
needed response. The control group, or verbal instruction group, was 
told to increase or decrease airspeed and power as necessary. All pilots 
were reminded to interpret the position of the nose with respect to the 
horizon and the apparent movement of the runway threshold and changes in 
the runway shape. 

After each landing, comments were made concerning the approach angle, 
e.g., it was too steep and the appropriate response, i.e., reduce power 
sooner. Airspeed maintenance was discussed as to whether the pitch angle 
was too high or too low. The amount of increased pitch needed for flare 
at touchdown was evaluated. 

Each lesson was concluded with a discussion of the pilot's progress 
and the direction of potential improvement. 
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THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF AVIATION 

PRIVATE PILOT CERTIFICATE COURSE (AIRPLANE) 

FLIGHT TRAINING 

LESSON NO. 1--1.0 HOUR DUAL 
a. Obj ecti ve. The stUdent will be familiarized with the training air

plane, its operating characteristics, cabin controls, instruments, 
and systems, preflight procedures, use of checklists, and safety 
precautions to be followed. The student will be instructed in basic 
flight maneuvers: straight and level flight, medium turns, climbs, 
climbing turns, glides, gliding turns, and level off procedures will 
be given. 

b. Content. 
(1) Preflight discussion 
(2) Introduction 

a. purpose of preflight checks 
b. line (preflight inspection) 
c. airplane servicing 
d. importance of using a checklist 
e. engine start and runup 
f. basic radio procedures 
g. taxi 
h. pre-takeoff checklist 
i. takeoff-normal or crosswind 
j. traffic pattern departure 
k. local flying area familiarization 
1. straight and level flight (VR & IR) 
m. medium bank turns (VR & IR) 
n. collision avoidance 
o. climbs and climbing turns (VR & IR) 
p. glides and gliding turns (VR & IR) 
q. level off from climbs and glides (VR & IR) 
r. torque effect 
s. traffic pattern entry 
t. ground safety 

(3) Post-flight critique and preview of next lesson. 
c. Completion Standard, At the completion of this lesson, the stUdent 

should be able to, with assistance, conduct a preflight, use check
lists, make engine runups, maintain altitude in straight and level 
and turns, within ±20, and display an understanding of ground safety. 
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THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF AVIATION 

PRIVATE PILOT CERTIFICATION COURSE (AIRPLANE) 

FLIGHT TRAINING 

LESSON NO. 2--1.0 HOUR DUAL 
a. Objective. This flight period will be a review of maneuvers and pro

cedure~ previously introduced. Flight at minimum controllable air
speed, steep power turns and power off stalls will be introduced. 

b. Content. 
(1) Preflight discussion 
(2) Review 

a. use of checklist 
b. basic radio communications procedure 
c. engine starting 
d. normal or crosswind takeoff 
e. traffic pattern departure 
f. straight and level flight 
g. medium bank turns 
h. climb s and climbing turns 
i. glides and gliding turns 
j. level off procedures (f) through (j) to be done VR and IR 

(3) Introduction 
a. steep power turns 
b. slow flight and flight at mininrum controllable airspeed 

VR and IR 
c. power off stalls (imminent and full) 
d. approach to landing 

(4) Post-flight critique and preview of next lesson 
c. Completion Standards. The student should be able to establish proper 

climbs and descents, and control airspeed with ±10 knots with power 
and altitude adjustments, hold altitude within ±100 feet and headings 
within ±10 degrees. 
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THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF AVIATION 

PRIVATE PILOT CERTIFICATION COURSE (AIRPLANE) 

FLIGHT TRAINING 

LESSON NO. 3--DUAL 1.0 HOUR 
a. Objective. This lesson will consist of a review of all previous 

maneuvers. S-turns across a road, turns about a pOint, power on 
stalls, and elementary emergency landings will be introduced. 

b. Content. 
(1) Preflight discussion 
(2) Review 

a. straight and level flight 
b. medium bank. turns 
c. flight at minimum controllable airspeed and slow flight 
d. takeoff and pattern departure 
e. power off stalls 
f. steep power turns 
g. pattern entry 

(3) Introduction 
a. power on stalls (irmninent and full) VR and IR 
b. S-turns 
c. turns about a point 
d. elementary emergency landings 

(4) Post-flight critique and preview of next lesson fully completes 
the lesson when he is competent to perform, with minimum assist
ance, the procedures and maneuvers given during previous lessons. 
He should achieve the ability to recognize stall indications 
and make safe and prompt recoveries. He should maintain assigned 
airspeed within flO knots, assigned altitude within ±100 feet 
and assigned heading within flO degrees, and display a basic 
knowledge of elementary emergency landings. 
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APPENDJX C 

The Singer GAT-l Single Engine Airplane Ground Trainer 
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A DIVISION OF THE 5 I N G E R COMPANY 
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This brochure describes the GAT*-1 ; 
General Aviation Trainer developed. 
and manufactured bythe'Unk Divi-i 
sion of The Singer Company. ,: 

'j 
This device, when used' in a suita,-: 

ble training program, meets a major' 
portion of flight and navigation train- ; 
ing requirements associated with" 
light, single~engine aircraft. 1 

, 
LlNK* trainers are finding in-: 

creased acceptance by both small: 
and large flight training establish
ments which are concerned with' 
getting a maximum return on their 
training expenditures. Present users: 
include schools and colleges, educa- : 
tional and aviation research insti-· 
tutes, commercial air carriers, the 
U.S. armed forces, the U.S. Federal 
Aviation Administration and anum-" 
ber of other military agencies and 
governments around the world. 

·A trademark of the Singer Company 

What is Simulation? 

Simulation is accomplished by creat
ing realistic replicas of sophisticated 
mechanisms, such as aircraft cockpits. 
The primary objective of simulation 
training is to impart specific skills to a 
trainee. The simulator provides infor
mation related to a specific training 
task through a combination of cues, 
such as motion, visual and aural. This 
information, furnished in the simula
tor's realistic setting, helps to achieve 
the proper Vainee reaction. He learns 
to respond in the right way, quickly, 
effortlessly-almost automatically. 
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Advantages of Simulation 

A man cannot learn to operate an 
aircraft merely by being told what to 
do. Neither can he become intimately 
familiar with the interaction between 
aerodynamic forces, flight control and 
engine performance by reading a book. 

Unfortunately the learning process 
demands much more; it requires the 
motivation and stimulation associated 
with doing for one's self. This is espe
cially true when close coordination be
tween mind and body is necessary. 
Hands-on training has proven to be the 
most effective means to achieve pro
ficiency in the operation of an aircraft. 

The advantages of simulation devices 
for training are many. The most Impor
tant are efficiency. economy and safety. 
Employing 'operational equipment for 
such training is costly:. inefficient and 

impractical-and sometimes hazardous. 
On the other hand, the use of flight 
simulators or train'ers is not only less 
expensive and less dangerous but ac
tually in many instances far more effec
tive than using the actual aircraft. 

The advantages of this type of train-
, ing become even more apparent when 
costs are considered. The U.S. Air Force 
Human Reso~rces Laboratory reports 
that civilian experience has shown that 

'10 hours in the LINK general aviation 
trainer is as effective as 10 hours of 
initial light plane training. Similar find-

'ings were reported after studies by 
leading training specialists and univer
sities. They found that nearly one-third 
of the 35 hours training required for 
private pilot' certifications can be ac
complished in this trainer. 

Simulation training has been espe
cially welcomed in these days of ecolog
ical concern and energy shortages. 

Another big plus is stlfety. Pilots in 
trainers can test their prowess under 
various emergency conditio!:,s which 
would be to'o hazardous to attempt in 
the actual aircraft. 

Efficiency, economy and safety, plus 
reliability, realism and adaptability, 
make these LINK trainers indispensable 
training tools. 

Copyright. The Singer Company 1977. 

An rights reseM!d throughout the world. 
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The GAT-1 Trainer Concept 

GAT-1 trainers from link capitaTize . 
on the unrivaled expertise accruing 
from almost 50 years experience by the 
acknowledged world leader in flight 
simulation. 

Each trainer provides a complete 
training system, oriented towards meet
ing the broad spectrum of flight/navi· 
gation and instrument training require
ments associated with single-engine 
aircraft. 

A common design concept embraces 
an advanced analog/digital solid state 
computer that utilizes state-of-the-art 
hardware to provide real time solutions 
to flight simulation problems. The 
scope of simulation includes primary 
flight control loading, motion to provide 
realistic kinesthetic cues, sound simula
tion and external environmental effects 
such as wind and rough air. 
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Major Design Features 

Some of the major design features of
fered with GAT-1 trainers are worthy 
of special mention: 

Motion - The motion system perfor
mance provides realistic cues in all 
normal and abnormal maneuvers. In 
addition to flight control effects, the 
motion system also provides appropri
ate cues of turbulence or rough air, 
I.anding impact, gear retraction, take
off rotation' and attitude changes due to 
flaps. 

Computer - The computer provided for 
the GAT-1 trainer is an advanced ana
log version that utilizes all solid state 
electronic modular printed miero-cir
cuitry. The computational techniques 
employ the time division method of 
multiplication. Printed circuit boards 
for a specific simulation function, such 
as engine sound or aircraft position, are 
plugged into a printed circuit mother 
board. The arrangement assures high 
reliability and easy maintenance. 

Radio Aids - The radio aids simulation 
employs a hypothetical problem area 
120 miles by 120 miles called Any town. 
with two approaches or letdowns. Six
teen different tuneable radio facilities 
(four ADF. two ILS, six VOR and four i 
marker beacons) are located in the 
area. Optional radio aids features in
clude specific, fixed real-world naviga
tion areas and programmable (selecta
ble) navigation areas. 

Durable Exterior - All GAT-1 trainers 
utilize a molded fiberglass shell, pro
viding an exterior which is both durable 
and attractive. 
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Standard GAT-1 Trainer 

The Standard GAT-1 trainer com
prises a functional cockpit with controls' 
and full flight performance, complete 
IFR capability, a realistic sound system, 
instructor controls, operations and 
maintenance manual, system diagrams 
and a detailed circuit description. 

The Standard GAT-1 trainer includes: 

o Instrument Flight Package: Atti
tude gyro, directional gyro, clock, 
blackout curtains. rough air and 
instructor seat. 

o Avionics: Dual 360 channel COMM, 
Dual VOR, ILS, ADF, marker bea
cons, cross country/approach re
corder and intercom. 

o Malfunction Insertion Panel:· This 
provides instructor-controlled mal
functions in a number of systems, 
including: attitude gyro fail, direc
tional gyro fail. altimeter fail, air
speed indicator fail, turn needle 
fail. rate of climb indicator fail, 
VOR/Localizer #2 fail, ADF re
ceiver fail and glidescope receiver 
fail. 



Instructor's Panel 
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Options 

A number of options are available to 
complement the trainer's capability, 
enabling customers to fulfill their par· 
ticular training requirements with max
imum effectiveness: 

o Wings and tail: 
Non-movable control surfaces. 

o Special Area Charts and Radio 
Aids: 
Fixed: Customer-selected chart 
areas to replace pre-programmed 
standard maps. Option includes 
area map 120 x 120 miles (scale 1 
inch = 8 n mil, five mylar (translu
cent plastic) reproducible copies 
and two approach charts (scale 1 
inch = 2 n mi.), five mylar reprodu
cible copics and programming for 
16 correspondit:"g radio facilities. 
The latter include six VOR stations, 
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two IlS stations, four ADF stations, 
two outer markers and two mirldle 
markers. 

Programmable: This option allows 
the instructor to program the VOR, 
ADF, OM, MM and ILS station in 
any location on real-world nav 
charts. The size of this program
mable area is 120 nautical miles by 
120 nautical miles. The instructor 
has controls to vary the NS and EW 
position and to program the fre
quency and code ident for six VOR 
stations, four ADF stations and two 
ILS stations. In addition to these 
controls, there are controls to set 
the two IlS runway bearings, set 
the OM and MM positions, set the 
glideslope angle and adjust the 
field elevation. These controls are 
located on a panel attached to the 
side of the GAT-1 cockpit. 



o Radio Magnetic Indicator: 
This indicator provides a dual 
needle indication of the relative 
magnetic direction of the ADF and 
VOR tuned by the NAV receivers. 

o Distance Measuring Equipment 
(OME): 
Indudes DME indicator and com
puter modules required for range 
computation to tuned VORT AC 
stations. 

o Retractable Landing Gear: 
Includes gear lever and indicator 
lights and simulates aircraft per
formance and aerodynamic effects 
of typical light <lircraft with retrac
table landing gear. 

o Constant Speed Propeller: 
This option, which includes a mani
fold pressure indicator, provides 
simulation associated with light 
aircraft equipped with variable 
pitch propeller. 

o x-v Position Hold: 
This option provides a switch on 
the instructor's pa<nel which allows 
the instructor to freeze the simu
lated geographical position of the 
trainer. 

o Non-yaw Motion Modification: 
Provides heading indications in 
cockpit and eliminates yaw axis of 
motion in order to conserve space 
in trainer room. 

o High-speed option: 
The basic GAT -1 trainer is designed 
to represent a typical single-engine 
general aviation aircraft with a 
cruising speed in the 110-mph 
range and an indicated air-speed 
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indicator calibrated in miles-per
hour. The high speed option is of
fered for those customers who 
prefer to orient their training pro
gram toward a higher performance 
aircraft. If the high speed option is 
selected, the performance charac
teristics designed into the trainer's 
flight computer will be altered 
such that the trainer will represent 
a higher performance general avia
tion aircraft with a cruising speed 
in the 1S0-knot range; the indi
cated airspeed indicator provided 
will be calibrated in knots. (In or
der for the high speed option- to be 
installed, retractable landing gear 
and constant speed propeller op
tions also must be procured and in
stalled.) 

o Support Operations: 
Spares provisioning: Kit or ~parcs 
suitable for a single trainer instal
lation includes fuses, transistors, 
amplifiers, p.c. boards, switches, 
drive cables and potentiometers. 

Maintenance training (factory): 
One week of classroom training at 
a Link facility. 

Maintenance training (on site): 
Similar sessions at customer's site 
for as many as six· students at a 
time. 

The Standard GAT-1 trainer an9 
available options are described in detail 
in· link specification 72-4 (revised 
1114177). 
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Simulated Characteristics 

o Pitch, roll and yaw 
o Engine torque and "P" factor 
o Stall effects 
o Realistic sound system (engine, 

propeller and airstream) 
o Engine RPM 
o Oil temperature/pressure 
o Cylinder head temperature 
o Fuel quantity 
o Barometric pressure 
o Center of gravity 
o Gross weight 
o Outside air temperature. 

Flight Performance Envelope 

o Altitude range-10,OOO ft. 
o Cruise airspeed-115 m.p.h. 
o Glide and climb speed-7S m.p.h. 
o Stall speed-52 m.p.h. 

Facility Requirements 

o Minimum room size-16 x 16 ft. 
(without wings and tail 12 x 12 ft.) 

o Minimum door size-36 x 84 inches 
o Minimum ceiling height-8 ft. 
o Weight-1,OOO Ibs. 
o Power-single phase 115/230 volt 

50 or 60 Hz. at .6 ~w. 
o Operating environment-50° to. 

1000 F, up to 80% humidity. 
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The GAT F~mily . ' .. ' .. '. ,i 
. '" i 

• 
The GAT family is made up of the fol- J 
Jawing trainers, each designed to ·f 
meet specific training needs: .,'~;:1 

GAT-1 Trainer-An i~expe~sive ~~st~',A 
effective trainer reflecting the per-J 
forma nee of a typical light single-l 
engined aircraft such as theCe$sn~'J 
~ p' CL k ..... ;;,····1 

1;:)0 or lper Ilero ee .. ' ".,-;,:",:·;::.04 
. . ... '.'/'.<::" :.j 

CAT -2 Trainer-A more sophisticated j 

trainer with flight/engine perfor-J 
mance and configuration represehta- Xl 
tive of a light twin-reciprocating-] 
engined ai.rcraft such' .a,s. ~~.~.~e;f~J 
Baron or PIper Aztec .. ~"., .;:;'::·:,~\.-;..;t.:(l 

.- '.' .- "... :" " .: .. ~ .;' ~~~~:.~l;;'::!.·:icI 
CAT-3 Trainer-A flight/instrument'} 
and navigation trainer with perfot~~j 
mance and configuration represehta~~l 
tive of a light twin-jet-powered aii''::~ 
craft such as the sab~rline~:o.~:,:;:;~.ni;~j:~ 
Helicopter Operational:' Trainer:; 
(HOT)-This trainer, which has a high ',j 
degree of design commonality with .~ 
other GAT trainers; is intended to'1 
provide the basic flight/navigation i 
and instrument training required for'~ 

1 

helicopters. The trainer pP.rformance ~ 
and configuration are representative; 
of a typical light single-rotor hcli- ; 
copter of the Bell let Ranger class. 

"',<' 
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